
 

 

 

  
Abstract— In this paper, we present an ontology-based 

methodology for identifying common interest among 

researchers. The methodology uses an ontology building 

algorithm to build researchers’ ontological research profiles 

from publication keywords. Then an ontology matching 

algorithm is used to find similarity between research profiles. 

Our ontology matching also considers location of the ontological 

terms within the two profiles that are matched. That is, the 

terms that are located near the bottom of the ontologies should 

indicate specialization of researchers, and more attention should 

be paid to matching of such terms than to the matched terms 

that are closer to the top of the ontologies. Particularly, this 

paper experiments with cross-field collaboration through 

matching of research profiles from different fields, and reports 

an evaluation using an ontology matching benchmark and a 

performance evaluation of the methodology. We consider that 

the methodology is useful as it can quantify similarity of 

research interest as well as give practical similarity results.          

 
Index Terms—ontology building, ontology matching, profile 

matching, research expertise.   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Identifying common research interest is a challenging task 

for promoting research collaboration. Researchers seek 

collaboration with one another for sharing ideas and 

resources, complementing one’s expertise with others’, as 

well as increasing visibility of the research work and the 

researchers themselves. Collaboration between researchers in 

the same field can specifically strengthen the work within the 

field while collaboration between different fields may lead to 

useful innovative work with wider application across fields. 

The basis of identifying shared research interest is 

analyzing researchers’ expertise and finding correspondence 

between research areas. Primarily, association between 

researchers can be drawn using bibliographic data of their 

publications [1]. Researchers who, for example, co-author 

publications, cite similar publications, or use similar 

keywords in publications can be identified as sharing common 

interest. Another approach taken by a great number of related 

works is gathering researchers’ information from electronic 

sources, e.g., online libraries, Web sites, blogs, and project 

documents, to build research profiles and mine researchers’ 
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expertise. 

This paper presents a methodology for identifying common 

interest among researchers. The methodology uses an 

ontology building algorithm to build researchers’ ontological 

research profiles from keywords of previous publications. 

Then an ontology matching algorithm is used to determine the 

degree of similarity between research profiles and identify 

matched ontological terms as the shared area of interest. Here 

the ontology matching algorithm is particularly interested in 

matching of the terms that are located near the bottom of the 

ontological profiles, since they are specialization of the 

researchers, and should represent common interest better than 

matched terms that are near the top of the ontological profiles.   

We present a performance evaluation and an evaluation using 

an ontology matching benchmark to support the methodology.  

Section II discusses research work related to this paper. 

Section III gives the detail of the methodology through an 

example of researchers in different fields. The evaluation of 

the methodology is presented in Section IV followed by a 

conclusion in Section V.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Information from electronic sources, such as bibliographic 

databases, Web sites, and discussion forums, has been used 

widely for analyzing expertise and connection between 

people. A well-known search and mining tool called 

ArnetMiner [2] can provide search services including 

researcher profile search, expert finding, active researchers 

for conferences, and researcher ranking. To build researcher 

social network, it extracts researchers’ information from the 

Web to create semantic-based profiles for the researchers and 

has their bibliographic data from several digital libraries 

integrated with the profiles. Zhang et al. [3] analyze 

asker-helper interaction in the Java Forum threads by 

considering the number of replies any user has posted to help 

others and whom the user has helped. The analysis uses 

network-based ranking algorithms, including PageRank and 

HITS, to identify users with expertise.  Punnarut and Sriharee 

[4] build semantic-based researcher profiles based on ACM 

computing classification and compute expertise scores, find 

researchers who share expertise, as well as rank them. Trigo 

[5] finds researchers with similar interest by using the DBLP 

bibliographic database and research Web pages as the sources 

for extracting researcher information, and applying text 

mining techniques to discover relations between them. Yang 

et al. [6] construct a social network of researchers by 

analyzing four types of data, i.e., publication keywords, 

personal interest, themes of the conferences where papers are 

published, and co-authorship. An interesting finding is that 
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publication keywords can represent research interest better 

than co-authorship data.  Motivated by these related works, 

we explore another approach to determining research 

similarity by representing researchers’ profiles as ontologies, 

which are built upon publication keywords. Then we compare 

the profiles using an ontology matching algorithm.   

III. METHODOLOGY 

Given two researchers, our methodology determines the 

degree of similarity and the area of interest that they share. 

The methodology comprises two steps: building ontological 

research profiles and matching the profiles. A preliminary 

report on the methodology and its application to finding 

shared interest between two researchers in close fields of 

Computer Science (i.e., machine learning vs. data mining) can 

be found in [7]. Here we revisit the methodology and 

experiment with the case of researchers in different fields.   

A. Building Ontological Research Profiles  

A researcher’s profile is built upon publication keywords. 

A researcher’s keywords in a particular subject area during a 

certain period are taken from ISI Web of Knowledge database 

[8]. As an example, we select researchers in different subject 

areas named Kijsirikul, B in Computer Science and Howard, 

JH in Psychology. We take top five keywords of their 

publications during the year 2002-2011 as starting terms for 

building their ontological profiles as depicted in Fig. 1-2. In 

this section, we describe how to build such profiles. Note that 

the five starting terms of each researcher are at the bottom of 

the corresponding profile.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Kijsirikul, B’s ontological profile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Howard, JH’s ontological profile.  

 

 

We adopt the Obtaining Domain Ontology (ODO) 

algorithm proposed by An et al. [9] which can  automatically 

derive a domain-specific ontology from items of information 

(i.e., keywords in this case). Starting with each keyword, we 

repeatedly find terms and hypernym (i.e., parent) relation 

from WordNet [10] to build an ontology fragment as a 

Directed Acyclic Graph. Since a term may have several 

hypernyms, for simplicity, we select one with the maximum 

tag count which denotes that the hypernym of a particular 

sense (or meaning) is most frequently used and tagged in 

various semantic concordance texts. For example, in Fig. 2, 

aging has organic process as its hypernym, and organic 

process has process as its hypernym, and so on. If the term is 

not found in WordNet but is a noun phrase consisting of a 

head noun and modifier(s), we generalize the term by 

removing one modifier at a time to look up in WordNet. If 

found, that generalized form becomes the hypernym. 

Otherwise, the researcher’s subject area is used as the 

hypernym. For example, in Fig. 1, the noun phrase 

Semi-supervised learning is not found in WordNet, so we use 

the head noun learning as its hypernym. After we obtain all 

ontology fragments, we then join together identical terms in 

different fragments to form an ontology representing a profile 

of research interest. In Fig. 1, five ontology fragments based 

on five starting terms are joined at the terms learning, 

knowledge, and psychological feature respectively.  

B. Matching Ontological Research Profiles 

After we obtain the ontological profiles of any two 

researchers, we compare their profiles using ontology 

matching. The basis of our ontology matching is the algorithm 

called Multi-level Matching Algorithm with the neighbor 

search algorithm (MLMA+) proposed by Alasoud et al.  [11] 

as shown in Fig. 3. It consists of initialization, neighbor 

search, and evaluation phases. We then enhance the 

initialization phase with the concept of depth weights. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  MLMA+ algorithm [11]. 

 

1) Initialization Phase 

To match an ontology S with another ontology T, 

preliminary matching techniques are applied to determine 

similarity between terms in the two ontologies. The matching 

techniques used here are name matching using Levenshtein 

distance, and linguistic matching using WordNet. 

Algorithm Match (S, T) 

begin 

/* Initialization phase 

 K ← 0 ; 

 St0 ← preliminary_matching_techniques (S, T) ; 

 Stf ← St0 ; 

/* Neighbor Search phase 

 St ← All_Neighbors (Stn) ; 

 While (K++ < Max_iteration) do 

/* Evaluation phase 

  If score (Stn) > score (Stf) then 

   Stf ← Stn ; 

  end if 

  Pick the next neighbor Stn ∈ St; 

  St ← St – Stn ; 

  If St = ∅ then return Stf ; 

 end 

 Return Stf ; 

end 
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Levenshtein distance determines the minimal number of 

insertions, deletions, and substitutions to make two strings 

equal [12]. For linguistic matching, we use a Perl module in 

WordNet::Similarity package [13] to determine semantic 

similarity between any two terms. For example, to match 

Kijsirikul’s ontology S which comprises n terms with 

Howard’s ontology T comprising m terms, a similarity matrix 

L(i, j) of the size n x m is computed. This matrix includes 

values called similarity coefficients, ranging between [0,1] 

and denoting the degree of similarity between the terms si in S 

and tj in T. A similarity coefficient is computed as an average 

of Levenshtein distance and WordNet similarity of the two 

terms. The similarity matrix L for Kijsirikul and Howard is 

shown in Fig. 4. The similarity coefficient of the terms 

learning (s11) and work (t16) is 0.533; it is an average of 

Lavenshtein distance (0.125) and WordNet similarity (0.941) 

of these two terms. 

Then, a user-defined threshold th is applied to the matrix L 

to create a binary matrix Map0-1. The similarity coefficient 

that is less than the threshold becomes 0 in Map0-1, otherwise 

it is 1. That is, the threshold determines which pairs of terms 

are considered similar or matched by the user. Fig. 4 also 

shows Map0-1 for Kijsirikul and Howard with th = 0.5. This 

Map0-1 becomes the initial state St0 for the neighbor search 

algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.  L and initial Map0-1 for Kijsirikul and Howard based on MLMA+. 

 

2) Neighbor Search Phase 

Given the initial state St0, we search in its neighborhood. 

Each neighbor Stn is computed by toggling a bit of St0, so the 

total number of neighbor states is n*m. An example of a 

neighbor state is in Fig. 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5.  One of the neighbor states of the initial Map0-1 in Fig. 4. 

 

3) Evaluation Phase 

The initial state and all neighbor states are evaluated using 

the matching score function v (1) [11]:  

 

         (1) 

 

where k is the number of matched pairs and Map0-1 is Stn . 

The state Stn with the maximum score (i.e., Stf) is the answer 

to the matching; it indicates which terms in S and T are 

matched and the score represents the degree of similarity 

between S and T. 

4) Modification with Depth Weights 

Inspired by the concept of semantic distance between 

ontological terms [14], we modify the initialization phase of 

MLMA+ by adding the concept of depth weights. A depth 

weight of a pair of matched terms is determined by the 

distance of the terms from the root of their ontologies. We are 

interested particularly in matching of the terms that are 

located near the bottom of the ontological profiles, since they 

are specialization of the researchers, and should represent 

common interest better than matched terms that are near the 

top of the ontological profiles. In Fig. 4, consider the pair s2 = 

event and t11 = act with the similarity coefficient = 0.555 and 

the pair s11 = learning and t16 = work with similarity 

coefficient = 0.533. Both pairs are considered as matched 

interest. Even though event and act are more similar to each 

other than learning and work are, they are relatively more 

generalized terms.  We are in favor of the matched pairs that 

are more specialized and are motivated to decrease the 

similarity coefficient of the generalized matched pairs by 

using a depth weight function w (2): 

 

wij = (rdepth(si) + rdepth(tj) ) / 2 ;  wij is in (0,1]             (2) 

 

where rdepth(t) = relative distance of the term t from the root  

               of its ontology 

           = depth of the term in its ontology

height of ontology

t . 

The similarity coefficient between si and tj will be 

multiplied by their depth weight to get a weighted similarity 

coefficient. That is, the more generalized the matched pair, the 

more they are “penalized” by the depth weight. Any matched 

pair that are both the terminal nodes of the ontologies would 

not be penalized (i.e., w =1). Fig. 6 shows the new similarity 

matrix L for Kijsirikul and Howard with weighted similarity 

coefficients, together with their new initial Map0-1 where th = 

0.35. For the pair s2 = event and t11 = act, their depth weight is 

(2/8 + 5/9)/2 = 0.403 and their weighted similarity coefficient 

is 0.555*0.403 = 0.224. Note that they are considered similar 

in Fig. 4 but not in Fig. 6 since they are relatively generalized 

terms and their depth weight lessens the degree of their 

similarity. On the other hand, the pair s11 = learning and t16 = 

work are still considered similar even with the depth weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.  L and initial Map0-1 for Kijsirikul and Howard based on MLMA+ 

with depth weights. 

 

5) Result of Ontology Matching  

As an example, Table I shows the matching result for 

Kijsirikul, B (Computer Science area) and Howard, JH 

(Psychology area). MLMA+ gives a big list of matched pairs 

that represent the shared interests. The list includes those very 
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generalized terms which are located near the top of the 

profiles. Depth weights, on the other hand, lessen the effect of 

similarity coefficients and hence lower the matching score. As 

a result, they filter out some generalized matched pairs, giving 

a concise list of shared interests which should be more 

practical for use.  

 
TABLE I 

MATCHING RESULT FOR KIJSIRIKUL AND HOWARD 

Algorithm Matching 

Score 

Matched Pairs (si, tj) 

MLMA+ 0.638 

(psychological feature, 

psychological feature),   

(event, event), (event, act), 

(knowledge, process), 

(power,process), (power, event), 

(power, work), (process, process), 

(process, act), (process, activity), 

(process, work), (act, process),  

(act, event), (act, act), (act, activity), 

(act, work), (act, task),  

(action, process), (action, act), 

(action, activity), (action, work), 

(action, task),   

(basic cognitive process, basic 

cognitive process),  

(method, activity), (change, event), 

(change, act), (learning, learning),  

(learning, work),  

(process, organic process) 

 

   

MLMA+ with 

Depth Weights 
0.426 

(process, process), (act, act), 

(action,task), 

(basic cognitive process, basic 

cognitive process), (method, task), 

(learning, learning), (learning, work) 

    

IV. EVALUATION 

This section presents a performance evaluation of the 

methodology and a comparison between the original MLMA+ 

and the modified MLMA+ with depth weights based on the 

profile building and matching tool that we have implemented. 

A. Processing Performance 

Obviously the size of the researcher’s profile should 

increase with a larger number of starting keywords. Table II 

shows that the number of terms in Kijsirikul’s and Howard’s 

profiles increases with the increasing number of starting 

keywords. Also, this tends to increase the number of their 

similar matched pairs.  

 
TABLE II 

NUMBER OF TERMS AND MATCHED PAIRS FOR KIJSIRIKUL AND HOWARD 

No.of 

Starting 

Keywords 

No.of Terms 

in Kijsirikul’s 

Profile 

No.of Terms 

in Howard’s 

Profile 

No.of 

Matched 

Pairs 

(MLMA+) 

No.of 

Matched 

Pairs 

(MLMA+ 

with Depth 

Weights) 

5 20 18 29 7 

6 24 26 37 6 

7 30 33 47 7 

8 36 34 62 9 

9 38 35 58 17 

 

The graph in Fig. 7 shows the time taken to build the 

profiles for Kijsirikul and Howard. The complexity of the 

ODO algorithm for building an ontology S depends on the 

number of terms in S and the size of the search space when 

joining any identical terms in S into single nodes, i.e., O(     ), 

where the number of ontology terms n = number of starting 

keywords * depth of S, given that, in the worst case, all 

starting keywords are of the same depth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Processing time for building profiles for Kijsirikul and Howard.  

 

For MLMA+ and MLMA+ with depth weights, their 

complexity depends on the size of the search space when 

matching two ontologies S and T, i.e., O((n*m)
2
) when n and 

m are the size of S and T respectively. The graph in Fig. 8 

shows the time taken to match Kijsirikul’s profile with 

Howard’s using MLMA+ and MLMA+ with depth weights.  

The latter takes less time due to less number of similar 

matched pairs being considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Processing time for matching profiles for Kijsirikul and Howard. 

B. Performance Assessment Using OAEI Benchmark 

Ontology matching is evaluated using the OAEI 2011 

benchmark test sample suite [15]. The benchmark provides a 

number of test sets in a bibliographic domain, each 

comprising a test ontology in OWL language and a reference 

alignment. Each test ontology is a modification to the 

reference ontology #101 and is to be aligned with the 

reference ontology. Each reference alignment lists expected 

alignments. So in the test set #101, the reference ontology is 

matched to itself, and in the test set #n, the test ontology #n is 

matched to the reference ontology. The quality indicators we 

use are precision (3), recall (4), and F-measure (5). 

2

n 
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no.of expected alignments found as matched by algo.
Precision

no.of matched pairs found by algo.
=     (3) 

  no.of expected alignments found as matched byalgo.
Recall

no.of expected alignments
=       (4) 

       2 x Precision x Recall
F measure

Precision Recall
− =

+
                      (5) 

Table III shows the evaluation results with th = 0.5. We 

group the test sets into four groups. Test set #101-104 contain 

test ontologies that are more generalized or restricted than the 

reference ontology by removing or replacing OWL constructs 

that make the concepts in the reference ontology generalized 

or restricted. Test set #221-247 contain test ontologies with 

structural change such as no specialization, flattened 

hierarchy, expanded hierarchy, no instance, no properties. 

The quality of both algorithms with respect to these two 

groups is quite similar since these modifications do not affect 

string-based and linguistic similarities which are the basis of 

both algorithms. Test set #201-210 contain test ontologies 

which relate to change of names in the reference ontology, 

such as by renaming with random strings, misspelling, 

synonyms, using certain naming convention, and translation 

into a foreign language. Both algorithms are more sensitive to 

this test set. Test set #301-304 contain test ontologies which 

are actual bibliographic ontologies. 

 
TABLE III 

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT USING OAEI 2011 

Test Set MLMA+ MLMA+ w. Depth Weights 

       

 Precision Recall F-mea

sure 

Precision Recall F-mea

sure 

#101-104 0.74 1.0 0.85 0.93 0.84 0.88 

#201-210 0.35 0.24 0.26 0.68 0.18 0.27 

#221-247 0.71 0.99 0.82 0.94 0.66 0.75 

#301-304 0.56 0.75 0.64 0.90 0.57 0.68 

Average 0.59 0.74 0.64 0.86 0.56 0.64 

 

According to an average F-measure, both algorithms are 

relatively of the same quality while MLMA+ with depth 

weights gives better precision but lower recall. MLMA+ 

discovers a large number of similar matched pairs whereas 

depth weights can decrease this number and hence precision is 

higher. But at the same time, recall is affected. This is because 

the reference alignments only lists pairs of terms that are 

expected to match.  That is, for example, if the test ontology 

and the reference ontology contain the same term, the 

algorithm should be able to discover a match. But MLMA+ 

with depth weights considers the presence of the terms in the 

ontologies as well as their location in the ontologies. So an 

expected alignment in a reference alignment may be 

considered unmatched if they are near the root of the 

ontologies and are penalized by depth weights.   

The user-defined threshold th in the initialization phase of 

ontology matching can affect precision and recall. If th is too 

high, only identical terms from the two ontologies would be 

considered as matched pairs (e.g., (psychological feature, 

psychological feature)), and these identical pairs mostly are 

located near the root of the ontologies. We see that 

discovering only identical matched pairs are not very 

interesting given that the benefit of using WordNet and 

linguistic similarity between non-identical terms would not be 

present in the matching result. On the contrary, if th is too low, 

there would be proliferation of matched pairs because, even a 

matched pair is penalized by its depth weight, its weighted 

similarity coefficient remains greater than the low th. The 

values th that we use for the data set in the experiment trades 

off these two aspects; it is the highest threshold by which the 

matching result contains both the identical and non-identical 

matched pairs. 

C. Comparison of Matching Scores 

Using MLMA+ and MLMA+ with depth weights, we 

compare the matching scores they compute. For this purpose, 

another researcher named Einwohner, RL in Sociology area is 

introduced and the corresponding research profile, built from 

five starting keywords also, is shown in Fig. 9. Table IV 

compares the matching scores between Kijsirikul and Howard 

and between Kijsirikul and Einwohner. With MLMA+, the 

degree of similarity between Kijsirikul’s and Howard’s 

profiles is roughly that same as that between Kijsirikul’s and 

Einwohner’s. With MLMA+ with depth weights, Kijsirikul 

and Howard share more common interests than Kijsirikul 

does with Einwohner. It is seen that MLMA+ with depth 

weights can better differentiate between the matching results 

since the matched pairs that mostly are abstract terms near the 

top of the ontologies are filtered out by depth weights; in 

MLMA+, such abstract matched pairs still have a strong 

impact on ontology matching, resulting in similar matching 

scores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9.  Einwohner, RL’s ontological profile. 

 
   TABLE IV 

MATCHING SCORES FOR KIJSIRIKUL, HOWARD, AND EINWOHNER 

Algorithm Profile S Profile T Matching 

Score 

MLMA+ Kijsirikul, B Howard, JH 

Einwohner, RL 

0.638 

  0.633 

    

MLMA+ 

w. Depth 

Weights 

Kijsirikul, B Howard, JH 

Einwohner, RL 

0.426 

0.396 
 

 

D. Discussion 

Despite lower recall, we see that the concept of depth 

weights contributes something good to ontological profile 

matching since it can give a concise workable matching result. 

Both MLMA+ and MLMA+ with depth weights, however, do 

not consider the context of the terms so they can get a false- 

positive matching result if two ontologies contain a 

homograph. Another issue with the methodology is that 

research keywords are very technical and specific, and cannot 
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be found in WordNet. We have to rely on the subject area or 

the generalized form of the keywords to form the ontology. 

Also, considering the noun phrase pattern or a tag count of a 

term is merely a way to resolve a problem although it may not 

give the most appropriate hypernym for a particular context. It 

is often the case that the specialized keywords are at the 

bottom of the ontology and all other terms built up by 

WordNet are more general and even abstract terms. As 

mentioned earlier, in our previous publication [7], we 

experiment with researchers in the same subject area (i.e., 

Computer Science). We have found that the research profiles 

and matching results are not very different from the case of 

researchers in different fields as presented in this paper (i.e., 

Computer Science vs. Psychology and Computer Science vs. 

Sociology), in the sense that the research profiles mostly 

comprise general and abstract terms. Therefore the matching 

results contain matched pairs of such general terms. Our 

approach is in contrast to most related work which uses 

research-related information sources (e.g., personal and 

project Web sites) or relies on taxonomies of research areas. 

Although WordNet is not a database of research 

terminologies, we still see that it is a challenge to build 

research profiles from this rich source of information. It 

should be particularly useful for the research areas in which 

keywords are general terms and not very technical. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work explores the idea of an ontology-based 

methodology for building research profiles from ISI 

keywords and WordNet terms, and for finding similarity 

between the profiles. Relying on name similarity and 

linguistic similarity, the methodology can determine the 

degree of similarity between the profiles as well as matched 

terms that represent similar research interests. We adopt the 

ODO algorithm for ontology building and MLMA+ algorithm 

for ontology matching and present a modification to MLMA+ 

with the concept of depth weights. A number of evaluations 

indicate that the methodology can give useful matching 

results. 

For future work, further evaluation using a larger corpus or 

the latest OAEI 2012 benchmark which has just been released 

can be expected. An experience report on practical use of the 

methodology will also be presented. In addition, it is possible 

to adjust the ontology matching step so that the structure of 

the ontologies and the context of the terms are considered.  
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